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Epiroc partner Railcare launches battery-powered railway 
maintenance vehicle   

Stockholm, Sweden: Epiroc’s collaboration partner Railcare Group AB today launched the world’s 
biggest battery-electric railway maintenance vehicle, using an Epiroc-developed technology platform.   

Railcare, a Swedish manufacturer of machines that keep railways safe and clean, launched a battery-powered 
version of its Multi-Purpose Vehicle for rail maintenance applications. The new machine can be used to 
vacuum away stones, trash and other obstacles from the tracks, melt snow, as well as function as a towing 
vehicle for, among other things, ballast wagons during track work. 

Epiroc, on the forefront of electric underground mining equipment, has developed a battery-electric technology 
platform that is modular and scalable, with batteries supplied by Northvolt. Although the battery system is 
designed primarily with the mining industry in mind it is also well suited for other types of machines that 
operate in tough environments and are traditionally powered by diesel engines. As a result, Epiroc is providing 
its electric driveline technology to Railcare. Epiroc first announced the collaboration in February 2019.  

“Railcare’s launch of a battery-electric railway maintenance vehicle is a vital step forward in the global effort to 
reduce CO2 emissions,” says Helena Hedblom, Epiroc’s President and CEO. “We are happy and proud that 
our battery-electric technology platform can be used for other important purposes beyond mining.”   

“We chose to work with Epiroc in this project because they are leading the development of drivelines and 
battery-powered mining equipment,” says Daniel Öholm, Railcare’s CEO. “Our customers around the world 
have a huge demand for this type of solutions. Especially in city centers, tunnels, and mines where exhaust 
fumes and noise levels are a big environmental problem. This machine will be a game-changer for the entire 
railway industry.”  

Read more about Railcare’s battery-electric MPV on the company’s website.  

In another similar collaboration, Swedish equipment manufacturer Jama recently launched the world’s first 
battery-powered underground scaler, using Epiroc’s technology. 

  

 
Railcare’s battery-powered Multi-Purpose Vehicle 

 

 

http://www.epirocgroup.com/
https://www.epirocgroup.com/en/media/corporate-press-releases/2019/20190218-epiroc-collaborates-with-railcare-to-develop-zero-emission-railway-maintenance-equipment
https://www.railcare.se/en/we-offer/machine-sales/innovation-and-design/
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For more information please contact: 

Ola Kinnander, Epiroc Media Relations Manager  
+46 70 347 2455  
media@epiroc.com 
Erik Svedlund, Head of Marketing - Epiroc Electrification  
+46 733 378 012 
erik.svedlund@epiroc.com 
 

Epiroc is a leading global productivity partner for the mining and infrastructure industries. With ground-breaking technology, Epiroc 
develops and produces innovative, safe and sustainable drill rigs, rock excavation and construction equipment and tools. The company 
also provides world-class service and solutions for automation and interoperability.  Epiroc is based in Stockholm, Sweden, had revenues 
of SEK 41 billion in 2019, and has about 14 000 passionate employees supporting and collaborating with customers in more than 150 
countries. Learn more at www.epirocgroup.com. 
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